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Introduction: Ambiguous urban topologies
The implied differences between urban and natural becomes a cultural
definitive of multilayered meanings.
In recent and deeply inspiring A D issue on the infusion of landscape
into architecture, there is an interesting scrutinisation on the profound
spaciousness and overjoyous engagement between city dwellers and
retrieved pleasures of ‘nature’. As Helen Castel puts it in her editorial,
it is all about the celebration of a ‘newfound conviviality in the city
through landscape.’ ¹
In contemporary bibliography, there are many critical aspirations on the
turbidity of nature reflected upon urban environment. The so-called
fusion between landscape and architecture has long become a generic
field of blurriness, referring both to a fusion of disciplines forming space
as well as an interactive dispersion of natural and artificial elements.
1 Castel, H. (2013). The new pastoralism:
Landscape into architecture. A D
(Architectural Design), Iss. 223 p. 5.
2 The contributions by Sophia Vyzoviti and
Chien-Ke Cheng included in this publication have been presented in a special
thematic session related to this publication that has been hosted within the
international conference on ‘Changing
Cities’ organised by the Department
of Planning and Regional Development,
University of Thessaly in June 2013
(Skiathos island, Greece).

Within such a context, urban BLUR wishes to indicate an emerging defocus in the manipulation of space at various scales of the city. It might
be better put forward as the emergence of new ‘understated’ modes of
urbanism, subtle interconnections with ‘nature’. At certain moments in
the history of urban culture, western minds have looked at natural delights as settings for romantic wilderness. The very notion of wilderness
is currently being re-considered in many ways.
This book presents a handful of speculations on the mutuality between
urban and natural perceptions. Therefore, it is about a potential confrontation of legitimate urban conditions and natural vibrance, in various levels of comprehension. It is articulated in two distinct sections
both containing writings and visual inserts. The first is dealing with
urban space as a distilled natural experience and the second presents
various expressions of primordial desire to callibrate. Although it is
impossible to refer to all contributors that have been invited to participate in this publication, I would like to merge some of the ideas that
engendered urban BLUR to the essence of the cases presented.
Saskia de Wit refers to the case of a difficult reconnection to the sense
of place through super-natural means. In Dietmar Köring’s work the
paintings of Albert Bierstadt, known for depicting scenes of idealised
early colonial America, are augmented by inserted artificial surfaces. In
Bouquet by Frank van der Selm there is profound criticism on the paradox of ‘creating nature’ that often stands against natural conditions and
Mark Dorf relates to multiple meanings of urban interface and natural
quantification.
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For the contributions by Sophia Vyzoviti and Chien-Ke Cheng there
is an interesting, interdisciplinary juxtaposition on the ways that
contemporary city dwellers become confronted with urban density and
natural complexity.²
This book attempts to present the contemporary seeking of profound
interrelations associated with nature and landscape through multiple
media and expressions away from stylistic releases.
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